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MDA I Mechanics, Dynamics, Aesthetics
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cameoticm m?) form"al"approachte
game design/development / understanding games.
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Designers GAMEPlayers

Es
ammes us int -games are "unpredictable"events> unknown outcomes

MDA Framework of CONSUMPTION of GAMES.

Mechanics -> Dynamics -> Aesthetics
A SurS

m"Rules" System" "Fun' ... =GAMES s

-run time behavior
-desirable emotional

-components of game,
on player responses evoked .. /L

data representation+
inputs and

in player.
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algorithms
outputsovertime we care aboutgame behavior,

notmedia.

MIA in DEIAIl.:
8-1 each componentis a"lens"ofgame. dynamic models.
aesthetics:what makes games FUN! Dynamics are important!!EX:

are
I "$$ is game winning us losing gap WIDENS....-

1) sensation losers are less Invested...

2) Fantasy

3)Narrative
E

meeso -.-

4) Challenge
5) Fellowship

6) Discovery
7)Expression

8) submission
O >

MECHANICS:actions +behaviors +control.

Ex:GOVE-O water hazards. monopoly:HELP laggett / increase tension!
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MEAGOECIVSIOI:

MDA=8 rating Design.

MoEundesiredanomengrantnamicbehave
e

98888888:
↳ E
outcomes:intrinsicly motivating/focusing on interplay ofoutcomes.

TUMS Games into

SERIOUS GAMES'

INTRINSIC vs ExTRINsic "perceived degree of control"
N

-participation is notvoluntary
-damaging external reward
reward system removed

Lunnecessary
Sowhatis a GAMES "voluntary attempttoovercome obstacles"

AGame IS...

FREE

separate (from real life)

uncertain

unproductive

Governed by rules

Make-Believe

How to make flow:haveagoals, Iintermediate feedbackto challenges:
↑ increases confidency ↑ more risk taking +experimentation
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* multiple ways to A motivates/exites & challenges require W Achievements
solve problem building skills recognized!

components of
MDAG:
outcomes:behavorial/intellectualE ↓ consequences of player'sinteractions

in serious games:real world results!



OUTCome CATEGORIES:
APPLYING MDAO

& Behavior change by designer my MECHANICsIs

②Attitude -
③ Information

⑦stt:
W

from.
4 (informsemerges

④self-efficacy

⑤ Explicit skills

⑥ Implicitskills created byNameinfinence
7) Aesthetic

-'s:
Aesthetics outcomes

-
sti ↳ ⑲ 4experience
· 1.) Determine desired outcome of thegame. players

these outcomes ↳8 2.) Whataesthetic will aid thefruitition of

who's your targetaudience?

· 3.) plan outdynamics. 1) choose intervention:

4)mechanics laid outby designer! M

summary:
Tailor challenges

Promote Intrinsic to create
Engagement Give players flow!

In-Game

· G
Goals G

understand

Messaging
use games Identify

Philosophy. Game
8 toteach.0 outcomeshi
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